Thursday’s Classes

TH01 12:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Crown
Dona Nazarenko
Intermediate $55.00
Size: 9” W x 7” H
Weaving is done with natural and dyed reed.
Fun doing overlays - try one of these on your
next basket where you will be the designer. Tips
on how to start with a round base and go straight
up the sides. When you're done, add overlays.
Some might not finish all overlays and will do
so at home.

TH04 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Enough to Share
Danielle Anderson
Intermediate $65.00
Size: 12” W x 16.5” L x 14” H
This basket is inspired by my granny, Ardia
Herndon, a basket teacher for over 30 years, who
said we always have enough to share! This
basket features a sturdy D handle with a stunning
wrapped handle, plastic insert, embellishment
and watermelon inspired colors.

TH02 12:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Summertime in Illinois
Bonnie Rideout
All Levels $48.00
Size: 9.5” W x 12” L x 7” H
This basket was designed for the Land of
Lincoln Basketweavers for their Starved Rock
Event in 2020. This is my third time designing
a basket for this fun event! I am truly honored!
Sumertime in Illinois starts with a woven,
filled base. Techniques include filling a base,
twining, "start/stop" weaving, weaving in
leather handles, use of overlays and wrapping
the seagrass. The basket has pretty metal feet
attached to the bottom to save wear and tear on
the base.
The fun metal summertime
embellishments will make this basket a
favorite. This is a fun basket to weave for any
weaving level!

TH05 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Gathering
Billy Owens
All Levels $90.00
Size: 9” W x 15” L x 8.5” H
Made of Hand Split White Oak, it has a 9" x
15" woven Oak herringbone bottom.
Rectangle or Oval top, weaver's choice and 2
hoop/bushel handles. It will be woven over a
mold and everyone should finish in class.
Special tools required: Water bucket and
sharp scissors.

TH03 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Balance
Annetta Kraayeveld
Intermediate $78.00
Size: 4” W x 10" L x 5” H
Elegant and useful! The focus of this class is
controlling shape while working with fine material.
Techniques include chase weaving, four-rod wale
and decreasing rows. The final emphasis of the
class will be the Gretchen or rolled border; students
will concentrate on understanding the technique
while creating a smooth and seamless rim. Special
tools required: Small packer along with regular
weaving tools.

TH06 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Oval Melon Stair Step Handle
Cindy Pauchey
Intermediate $75.00
Size: 10” W x 15” L x 10” H
This is an easy melon basket with rib construction.
An impressive 2" handle and a large God's eye make
this basket stunning. You will learn how to measure
and add ribs, both primary and secondary, how to
weave a God's eye and make a climbing twill weave
handle. Also, if time permits, we will add on a
braided wrap along the rim. (some weaving might
be done after class) Special tools required: Awl
and a good paring knife.

TH07 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Raspberry Dreams
Dianne Gleixner
Intermediate $68.00
Size: 12” W x 15” L x 6” H

TH08 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Ribbed Rhododendron
Anne Bowers
Advanced $87.00
Size: 12” W x 17” L

Students will weave an open weave base on a
rectangular wood hoop, twine around the base Students will start this ribbed basket with a
few ribs that have been drilled into a piece of
then add corner spokes. Other techniques
real WV rhododendron. Students will weave
include start/stop rows, triple twining, and
adding overlays. Emphasis will be on shaping to with a wide variety of dyed reed, seagrasses,
match the shape of the hoop/handle and how to coir, yarns and other materials along with
avoid the dreaded “peanut shape”. Then top it dyed ribs. Shaping is emphasized. Special
off with a beautiful interlocking V knot on top of tools required: Sharpened knife for
whittling.
the handle.

TH09 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Summer Gathering
Pam Milat
All Levels $65.00
Size: 12" w/handle x 12" Diameter
Just picture this bright summer colored basket
overflowing with the garden harvest: red/yellow
tomatoes; red, green and yellow peppers; along with
green and yellow squash. The basket is completed
with a round woven base over a D handle and
finished with a wrapped handle.

Friday Classes

FR01 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
I Remember
Danielle Anderson
All Levels $45.00
Size: 7” W x 7” L x 6” H

FR02 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Japanese Top Knot
Anne Bowers
Intermediate $45.00

This basket design was inspired by Lauren
Size: 4” W x 4” H
Daigle's song "Remember". Its lyrics invite us to
remember to hope even "in the darkest hour,
when I cannot breathe.. When I wonder if I'm all
This beautiful little ribbed basket is woven
alone." The dark blue and black colors of this
with dyed reed and cane. Preshaped ribs help
basket are no match for the rays of hope
in the construction as students learn the basics
represented by the strand of fairy lights that
illuminate this basket. Uses 6" round wooden
of ribbed basketry and how to weave the
base, arrow twining and an awareness ribbon rim. elegant knot on the handle. Special tools
required: Sharpened knife for whittling.

FR03 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Wall Basket
Billy Owens
All Levels $65.00
Size: 3” W x 8” L x 6” H
Made of Hand Split White Oak, it has a 3" x 8"
woven Oak bottom, D Shaped top, flat back, oval
front, with handle positioned toward the back. It
will be over a mold and everyone should finish in
class. Special tools required: Water bucket
and sharp scissors.

FR04 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Black Smoke and Wheels
Dianne Gleixner
Intermediate $67.00
Size: 12" W x 8" L x 11" H
not including handles
Students will insert spokes into an oval slotted wood base,
weave start/stop rows, triple twine with step-ups, add
leather handles, and lash the rim. Shaping will be
emphasized. Decorative two-toned Cherokee styled
wheels will be started in class however they may need to
be finished on your own. Weaving will be done with
black, smoked and natural reed. Special tools required:
The usual weaving tools plus quick curing super glue.

FR07 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Tic Tac Toe
Annetta Kraayeveld
Advanced $84.00
Size: 8.5-10” W x 8.5-10” L x 2” H
A striking tray for display or serving. Twill
base, stacked rim sides, woven with dyed and
natural Hamburg Cane and Reed. Class pattern
includes three graphs for different twill bases,
from intermediate to advanced skill level.
Color choices available in class. Lashing may
need to be completed after class. Special tools
required: Bring a spoke weight, small
packer and a #20 tapestry needle along with
your regular weaving tools.

FR05 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Rustic Holiday
Bonnie Rideout
All Levels $48.00
Size: 9.5” W x 12.75” L x 8” H
not including handle

FR06 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Arizona Sunset
Cindy Pauchey
All Levels $65.00
Size: 12” W x 12” L x 12” H

This pretty basket is sure to become a holiday
favorite. Great for toting items to events or to
display during the holiday season. This basket This Melon basket is an easy way to start a ribbed
basket. You will learn to measure around; cut
would be so pretty filled with pinecones!
primary and secondary rib; a 3 point lashing - all
Techniques include filling a base, twining,
three-rod wale with an arrow, and continuous while adding colors of yellow, yellow orange,
weaving with sea grass. Accent colors are wine orange and red. The whole basket is woven in #2
and #3 round reed. This is a beauty when
and moss green. A pretty rusty snowflake
completes the look. Fun for all weaving levels - completed.
and useful!

FR08 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Tray of X’s
Dona Nazarenko
Advanced $75.00
Size: 8” W x 23” L x 2” H
A long rectangular tray style basket accented
with dyed round reed making X's along the
way. The side weaving includes twining and
plain weave to give a graceful flair. Leather
side handles included. Tips on pattern repeats,
placements and shaping make this stunning
when displayed. Special tools required:
Regular tools needed plus extra spoke
weight or the equivalent also tapestry needle
and awl.

FR09 8:30 AM - 9:30 PM
East West on Wheels
Pam Milat
Intermediate $80.00
Size: 12” W x 20” L x 12” H
w/o handle
Built on a filled open weave base, this delightful
carry-all has dual colored Cherokee styled
wheels that direct triple twined arrows to both
the East and West. Color choice at registration:
Brown/Coral/Lime w/brown leather handles or
Black/Royal Blue/Frost Grey w/black leather
handles.

FR10 1:30 PM - 7:30 PM
Oval Tote
Billy Owens
All Levels $80.00
Size: 6” W x 12” L x 8.5” H

FR12 1:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Learning My Lines
Danielle Anderson
Advanced $75.00

FR11 1:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Fat Bottomed Girl
Anne Bowers
Intermediate $90.00

Size: 15” W x 7” L x 8.5” H

FR14 5:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Storage Basket
Bonnie Rideout
All Levels $45.00

FR15 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Folded Birch Bark
Dona Nazarenko
Intermediate $30.00

The lace rim on this basket is stunning and
brings extra charm to any basket. To me this
Size:
21”
H
basket shows that we all have a song to sing, and
Made of Hand Split White Oak, it has a 6" x 12"
most of life is learning what that song is…
woven Oak herringbone bottom, Oval top and a
Standing 21" at the top of the hand-tooled
hence we are all learning our lines, one day at a
Solid Oak handle. It will be woven over a mold
leather handle, this basket uses wide, doubled time! Here's to hoping the blank page of this
and everyone should finish in class. Special
spokes and both round and flat oval weavers to basket gives you inspiration as you learn your
tools required: Water bucket and sharp
achieve its curvaceous shape.
lines. This basket uses a 7" x 15" wooden
scissors.
racetrack oval base.

FR13 5:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Cutie Pie
Dianne Gleixner
All Levels $48.00
Size: 6" W x 8" L x 4" H

Students will insert spokes into a slotted wood
Size: 10” W x 10” L x 9” H
base, then learn twining, weaving start/stop rows,
The
storage
basket will be one that you reach
paired triple twining, and adding overlays while
for
over
and
over. Great size for any room of
concentrating on shaping. The wooden rolling
your
home.
The
basket starts with a woven,
pin will be added as a handle across the middle
filled
base.
Techniques
include filling a base,
while lashing the rim. Some color choices for
the
use
of
overlays
and
double
lashing. The
accent colors will be available at class time.
side handles are leather, and the color accent is
smoked reed. Great for any level of weaver!

Size: 4” W x 5.5” L x 5” H
Teacher harvested the birch bark for you.
Constructed with birch bark stitched with waxed
linen and embellished with pine needles or
philodendron. Has small beads attached to finish
it off. Plenty of material to make more at home.
Special tools required: Sharp pointed awl and
a tapestry needle are needed.

FR16 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Mini Melon
Cindy Pauchey
All Levels $30.00
Size: 4” W x 4” L x 4” H
This 4" melon basket is an easy way to learn
construction of a ribbed basket. A very simple
beginners' basket; you will learn how to create a
God's eye and a basic rib construction. This
particular Melon basket would be a great
Christmas tree ornament or just display it on a
shelf

Saturday Classes

SA01 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Oui
Annetta Kraayeveld
Intermediate $52.00
Size: 3.5" x 2.75" Diameter

SA02 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Staying Neutral
Danielle Anderson
All Levels $60.00

SA03 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Waste Basket
Billy Owens
All Levels $70.00
Size: 5” W x 10” L x 12” H

Size: 12” W x 8.5” L x 14” H
This is an upcycling project! Learn this
beautiful Japanese wave weave on a little jar
saved from the recycle bin. Basket is finished
with a folded rim. Class kits include the jar, a
prefinished ash base and new plastic lid for your
basket. Several color choices will be available
for students. Special tools required: Bring a
small packer along with your regular basket
weaving tools.

Made of Hand Split White Oak, it has a 5" x 10"
woven Oak herringbone bottom and Oval top. It
In a world full of strong feelings, this basket is a
will be woven over a mold and everyone should
reminder that sometimes the best thing to do is
finish in class. Special tools required: Water
stay neutral. This basket features a square
bucket and sharp scissors.
woven base with a D handle, shaped to meet a
wooden oval hoop rim.

SA04 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Black Velvet
Pam Milat
All Levels $60.00

SA05 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Christmas Pie
Cindy Pauchey
All Levels $65.00

Size: 8.5” W x 10.5” L x 4.5” H

Size: 12” W x 12” L x 8” H

This is a beautiful pie basket and very useful for
the holidays. The handle is decorated with 3
This eye-catching twill is woven on an ebony
colors using a checkerboard pattern with added
stained eclipse base. Students will continuously
spokes on the side. A very sturdy basket with a
weave a 7 spoke pattern to complete their
bow tie lashing. Only 6 ribs are added on each
basket.
side making it an easy ribbed learning
experience. YOU WILL WANT TO MAKE
SEVERAL FOR EACH HOLIDAY!

SA07 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Random Weave Hen
Anne Bowers
All Levels $52.00
Size: 8” W x 8” H
Random weave is a unique style of weaving that
is…somewhat random. Fun to make, each one
is different, but all resulting in a good strong
basket.

SA08 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Square Storage Basket with Feet
Dianne Gleixner
Intermediate $69.00
Size: 12” W x 12” L x 10” H
Weave a square open-weave base with wood
feet, start/stop rows in the sides using both
natural and smoked weavers, add a rim midway up the sides and at the top, and attach
wood handles to the sides using leather lacing.
Both rims are double lashed and smoked reed
creating X's for an interesting effect. Special
tools required: The usual weaving tools plus
a spoke weight.

SA06 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Circus
Dona Nazarenko
Intermediate $58.00
Size: 8.5" W x 7" H x 34" Diameter
Take natural reed spokes and weavers with
assorted dyed reed overlays, then add multicolored beads to give you this fun round basket
with a touch of circus-like whimsy. Lashed with
waxed linen finishes it off nicely. Very colorful.
Special tools required: Regular tools needed
plus a tapestry needed and awl.

SA09 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Water's Edge
Bonnie Rideout
All Levels $60.00
Size: 14.5” W x 15.75” L x 6.5” H
Water's Edge is a large, versatile basket you can
use almost anywhere! The basket is woven on a
Williamsburg Handle. It starts with a woven,
filled base. Techniques include twining,
"start/stop" weaving, overlays to hide the ends
of your round reed and triple twining with an
arrow. The accent color is a bright Navy Blue.
A pretty seashell floral embellishment
completes the basket. It is sure to become a
favorite!

